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MICHAEL FYSH Q.C, S.C
Former Circuit Judge of the Patents County Court
in England and Wales (UK)
His Hon. Michael Fysh QC SC was celled to the Bar by the Inner Temple in 1963 and for 25
years practised as barrister in the field of Intellectual Property in England and Ireland. He was
appointed QC in 1989, QC in Northern Ireland (1990), SC in Trinidad & Tobago (1990) and
SC in Dublin in 1994. Mr Fysh has also practised extensively in Commonwealth countries.
He has acted as an arbitrator and has lectured extensively for inter ali, WIPO, EPO OHIM
(current EUIPO) and the UK Foreign Office.
He also participates in judicial training at the Indian Institute of Judicial Studies, Bhopal. He
became a fellow of the Institute of Intellectual Property Law at the University of Oxford in
2010 and Honorary Member of the Chartered Institute of Patents Attorneys in London. He
has written and edited several important books in different areas of intellectual property.
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MATTHIEU DHENNE
Partner of IPSILON (FR)
French patent litigator, Partner of IPSILON, and the President of the IP leading think tank
Institut de Boufflers. Matthieu is the author of numerous publications (both in French and
English peer reviews) about patent law.
Graduated from a Master 2 in industrial property from the University of Strasbourg (CEIPI)
and a Doctorate from the University Panthéon-Assas, he devotes his activity to intellectual
property litigation. Listed from 2017 to 2019 in the first third of the Legal500 ranking and
highly recommended by the Leaders League ranking in 2020.

JORGE L. CONTRERAS
Presidential Scholar and Professor of Law, S.J. Quinney College of Law,
University of Utah (US)
Jorge L. Contreras is a Presidential Scholar and Professor of Law at the University of Utah
with an adjunct appointment in the Department of Human Genetics. His research focuses on
intellectual property, technical standards and science policy, and he is one of the co-founders
of the Open COVID Pledge, a framework for contributing intellectual property to the
COVID-19 response.
Professor Contreras is the editor of six books and the author of more than 100 scholarly
articles and chapters appearing in scientific, legal and policy journals including Science,
Nature, Georgetown Law Journal, NYU Law Review, Iowa Law Review, Harvard Journal of
Law and Technology and Antitrust Law Journal. He has served as a member of the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) Council of Councils, the Advisory Councils of the National
Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) and the National Center for Advancing
Translational Sciences (NCATS), and as the Co-Chair of the National Conference of Lawyers
and Scientists. He is a graduate of Harvard Law School (JD) and Rice University (BSEE, BA).
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KEIKO HIGUCHI
Senior Manager of Group D, Corporate Licensing Division of Mitsubishi
Electric Corporation (JP)
Ms. Higuchi has been dealing with intellectual property licensing and transaction for more
than 25 years. Her previous career includes managerial position at Renesas Electronics
Corporation and at Megachips Corporation where she dealt with licensing and IP litigations
in the field of semiconductor business. Ms. Higuchi received her bachelor’s degree in North
American Studies at the University of Tokyo.
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DAVID ROSENBERG
Consultant, Former VP Intellectual
Property Policy at GSK (UK)
David was a UK solicitor for over 35 years before he left GSK at the end of 2018.
After 15 years doing contentious and non-contentious patent work at Clifford Chance, he
joined GSK about 20 years ago.David was Vice-President Intellectual Property Policy at
GSK where he worked on numerous complex policy issues and initiatives. He was GSK’s IP
representative in major UK, US and international pharmaceutical industry and cross-industry
associations and chaired the IP committee of EFPIA, the European pharmaceutical industry
association for over 10 years. He was involved in developing GSK’s strategies for IP and
access to medicines. He has been responsible for lobbying UK government and European
institutions on a wide range of issues varying from the UPC, the SPC export waiver, the
Convention on Biological Diversity and, of course, Brexit. He has twice been named
among Managing IP’s top 50 influential people in IP.Since leaving GSK, he has worked as a
consultant and adviser to various trade associations.

NIGEL CLARKE
Expert in patent information at EPO
Nigel led the team behind the EPO’s “Fighting coronavirus” platform from inception to
implementation, coordinating the contributions of patent analysts, patent examiners and
communications experts. He manages patent knowledge research projects focussing on
future and emerging technologies, such as Blockchain, graphene, quantum, and cancer
immunotherapy. Research results have been published in leading peer reviewed journals and
on the EPO’s “Patent insight reports” web pages. He joined the EPO as patent examiner
in electron and ion optics and subsequently became IT manager. For many years he was
department head responsible for Espacenet and the European Patent Register. Leaving
academia, Nigel started work in the UK Scientific Civil Service, mainly on focused energy
beams for microanalysis. He published numerous scientific papers. Nigel studied physical
chemistry at Exeter University and holds a PhD in neutron science. He carried out postdoctoral research on carbon fibres at Surrey University. He holds memberships of the Royal
Society of Chemistry, Institute of Physics and is a Chartered Scientist, UK Science Council.
He has external academic positions at a number of UK universities. Nigel is a contributor to
ISO TC279 Innovation Management and is an editorial board member for “World Patent
Information”, and is a reviewer for “Nature Biotechnology” and IEEE “Transactions on
Engineering Management” .

